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The author introduced his books1-4) and lectures as follows and presented “Establishment of a new civilization which does not make the increase in elderly people a negative factor” by realizing from “Care Reliance to Independence” and “changing the elderly's consciousness to live on the others' care from necessity” as follows5):

1. Outsider's endeavor,
2. Takizawa Method patented in the U.S.,
3. Foreknowledge of a social security expenditure shortage,
4. Indication of “AGING CRISIS” by an age pyramid being reversed,
5. Proposal of a new mythos and Expansion of the life stage,
6. The etymology of “biophilia,”
7. Forwarding an international activity,
8. Elucidation of mechanism,
9. Paradigm shift,
10. Necessities of two paradigm shifts,
11. Citizens' demand, and
12. Individual living and dignity.

Japanese historical personage, Ieyasu Tokugawa started the Edo Shogunate which lasted for over 260 years. Moreover, then the essence of his reign was “To make people depend entirely on the Shogunate government not make them know the intelligence. Japanese people have seldom acted to acquire information correctly neither judge by oneself but depended entirely on the government for a long time.

Individual living and dignity were not desired. It looks to have been continuing to the present when looking back upon the pension disturbance which began from not giving information. (The pension disturbance made the regime break in Japan.) The debt of the country with rural areas is over one quadrillion yen.

It is in the state where we cannot depend on the government any longer. The Individual living and dignity are required, and our study would make it possible.

Please read the proceedings shown in the reference for details6).
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